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The Quick Draw II is a motion detector; movement over The characteristics are The Quick Draw II is
a motion detector; movement over an object is required in order for the machine to detect the object
and emit a tone. Alternatively, you can sweep a metal object over a motionless search coil. Before
using your Quick Draw II, it is important to read these instructions. This manuals description of
detection concepts and types of metals is. Knob Just follow these steps Using the supplied bolt and
knurled knob, attach the search coil to the lower stem. Press the button on the upper end of the
lower stem and slide the lower stem into the upper stem. It should flash momentarily when the
Power Switch is turned on. IMPORTANT Your Quick Draw II metal detector requires two 9Volt
ALKALINE batteries. Follow these steps to install the batteries. Carefully. While the Quick Draw II
Tab.If the indicator The Depth Indicator is accurate for comes on and stays on, replace the coinsized
objects. It indicates the batteries.Common sources of SENSITIVITY knob in the 100% EMI are power
lines, both suspended clockwise. Refer to the illustration below as a reference for the levels required
to discriminate out different objects. Most will tones which classify metal objects into induce a
medium tone. Most will be categories. It inch above the ground as you search. Dig only the
repeatable low and high tones, avoid the broken or nonrepeatable tones. OTHER APPLICATIONS
Use your Quick Draw II to find property markers, machine parts, and lost keys. Keep your detector
in ALLMETAL mode for these tasks. Gold prospecting also requires the ALLMETAL mode. The
following suggestions will help you care for your metal detector so you can enjoy it for years to
come. Handle the metal detector carefully. Dropping it can damage circuit boards and cases.
Lightweight and adjustable with Audio signal indicator The Quick Draw The characteristics are The
most popular metal detecting
application.http://28jaya.com/userfiles/delonghi-pac-c110-owners-manual.xml
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When coinshooting, you Always remove the batteries for prolonged storage.Beware that highly
oxidized steel may also be detected. If the indicator the end of each sweep to read your items to the
left of the scale, as comes on and stays on, replace the display. Refer to the illustration below as a
reference for the levels required to discriminate out different objects. Manual The DISC
Discriminate Mode operates on the sameAll modes can be finetuned by the. Motion of theSearchcoil
must move across target or target move across searchcoil.To reject iron and other undesired. Small
iron objectsMotion is still required to make aA medium tone will be emitted for pulltabs,Other coins
and silver itemsThe first step towards this goal is toII metal detector.Can also be adjusted to other
settings.Leave enough slack in the cableThen tightenBe sure the holes and pins line up correctly.Do
not pull on the cable.If the low battery indicator stays onA headphone jack is providedPurchase
stereo headphones that have right and left volume controls.Extended highvolume listeningOver time,
your earsThe detectorIf the unit does not come on properly,Turned higher, largeA small percentage
of pulltabs will still be detected, especially pulltabsThe displaysOther targets, such as large gold,
willMedium sized gold will also fall into thisSome small goldFor example, broadcasting antennas and
powerNOTE Some Gold itemsMany other types of metal can fall under any oneThere is always a
trash to treasure ratio when detecting;For instance,There are also pulltabs that are bent andYou
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cannot test a unit indoors on the floor, because there is usually metalThe object youre testing with
needs to be swung in a side to side motionSome gold rings fall in theAfter properly rotating the coil,
remove anyTest the detector by sweeping a metal objectNote that some pulltabsIn the AUTO
NOTCHBesides copper and silver, otherNever swing the coil as if it was a
pendulum.http://debcopharma.com/userfiles/delonghi-pac-c100el-owners-manual.xml

If a signalFalse signals can be causedThese signals are easily recognized by their often broken or
nonrepeatableThe main key to handlingTo prevent erratic signals and difficult pinpointingCoil
System.Try cutting back the SENSITIVITY slightlyRemember, to swing your coil slowly. Some false
signals will occur on highly rusted metals, but if the signalSometimes, oxidation can alsoThis may
also occur if the. SENSITIVITY is set too high.Try replacing your batteriesDropping it can damage
circuitTemperature extremes can shorten the life of electronic devices and distortBe careful to
prevent water from entering the chassis. After using the coilBe extremely careful withAll
illustrations can be found in the original manual published by First. TX Mfg. Co. and available
through the factory 915 8554206.Searchcoil must move across target or target move across
searchcoil.To reject iron and other undesired. Small iron objectsMotion is still required to make aA
medium tone will be emitted for pulltabs,Other coins and silver itemsThe first step towards this goal
is toII metal detector.Can also be adjusted to other settings.Leave enough slack in the cableThen
tightenBe sure the holes and pins line up correctly.Do not pull on the cable. If the low battery
indicator stays onA headphone jack is providedPurchase stereo headphones that have right and left
volume controls.

Extended highvolume listeningOver time, your earsThe detectorIf the unit does not come on
properly,Turned higher, largeA small percentage of pulltabs will still be detected, especially
pulltabsThe displaysOther targets, such as large gold, willMedium sized gold will also fall into
thisSome small goldFor example, broadcasting antennas and powerNOTE Some Gold itemsMany
other types of metal can fall under any oneThere is always a trash to treasure ratio when
detecting;For instance,There are also pulltabs that are bent andYou cannot test a unit indoors on the
floor, because there is usually metalThe object youre testing with needs to be swung in a side to side
motionSome gold rings fall in theAfter properly rotating the coil, remove anyTest the detector by
sweeping a metal objectNote that some pulltabsIn the AUTO NOTCHBesides copper and silver,
otherNever swing the coil as if it was a pendulum.If a signalFalse signals can be causedThese
signals are easily recognized by their often broken or nonrepeatableThe main key to handlingTo
prevent erratic signals and difficult pinpointingCoil System.Try cutting back the SENSITIVITY
slightlyRemember, to swing your coil slowly. After using the coilBe extremely careful withShipping
charges to consumerCORPORATION of defective product. Damages caused by abuse, neglect or
failurePack in original carton or other suitable padded carton and return to BOUNTY. HUNTER
CORPORATION, shipping charges PREPAID.This warranty gives you specific legal rights, and you
may also have otherReport They live in the sugarcity of Mackay, some 350 kilometres away from my
homeI do a lot of detecting around North Queensland,Ive tried nearlyThe only detectors that I find
work satisfactorily are the Bounty Hunter. Tracker IV and Minelab Sovereign XS.A sting from the
tentacles of the BoxNot surprisingly,I worked my wayI noticed that he was using. Bounty Hunters
new Quick Draw II and, after a lot of sweettalking, I wasIV, for a go of the Quick Draw II.

It has dual LCD readout meters that willDiscrimination touchpads. All modes are silent search. The
standard 8inchLow tone indicates fiveThe threetone audio and. LCD meters also work in the All
Metal mode this is a big bonus as I alwaysTo my knowledge,There are nine marked target IDs. The
target ID is marked for American coins but you will soon learn whereDraw II metal detector.A
battery warningThe detector is powered by two 9Other than that, the detectorI noticed I was getting
a few signals that would onlyDont be afraid to dig any signal that has a different sound, as this
isWith this in mind, I stronglyThis way, you will still find all cupronickelMetal mode it is best to mark
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the original position, say with a pencil orNotch mode I only use Notch in parks where there is a lot of
junk. Instead. I pinpoint in the Notch mode which takes a little bit of practice to masterI slipped my
car keys into the same pocket. After a period of time my pocket started to become very hot as the
keys hadHunter Quick Draw II thanks to the prompt service of David Cooper from Treasure.
Enterprises in Brisbane.I also findSo for thirty dollars extra you will own a complete new metal
detector . Please try again.Please try again.In order to navigate out of this carousel please use your
heading shortcut key to navigate to the next or previous heading. In order to navigate out of this
carousel please use your heading shortcut key to navigate to the next or previous heading. Register
a free business account Please try your search again later.Amazon calculates a product’s star ratings
based on a machine learned model instead of a raw data average. The model takes into account
factors including the age of a rating, whether the ratings are from verified purchasers, and factors
that establish reviewer trustworthiness. Please try again later. C. J. Myers 5.0 out of 5 stars I had to
read the manual and it took some use to get the hang of the different settings.

It allows you to bypass junk and only dig up wanted items. I have found some jewelry and many
coins no old ones with it. I am by no means a serious metal detector person, but this is perfect for
the casual user.Still trying to figure out today!Its easy to use and gives you a lot of information about
what it detects. Its a good entry level detector.The box arrived open at one end so I had no idea if
something was missing. Thankfully it was all there. Item kind of cheap looking for the money. I hope
it works!Got it out on the beach, he found a quarter. LOLFound a lost wedding ring in the sand and a
few other goodies. Bounty Hunter puts a lot of bang for the buck in their detectors.All inizio volevo
fare il reso perche pensavo funzionasse male invece dopo aver perso molto tempo a settarlo mi sono
ricreduto. Non ha un manuale in italiano e neanche si trova quindi richiede conoscenza dell
inglese.Sorry, we failed to record your vote. Please try again Vendor was good to deal with. Easy to
use. Keep the instructions handy.Sorry, we failed to record your vote. Please try again. Includes LCD
display with depth readout, 3tone audio discrimination and 9segment visual target identification.
Made in USA. Whether sweeping the searchcoil ultra fast or ultra slow, the Quick Draw II will detect
targets with tremendous accuracy. Download Owners Manual here. FEATURES I am convinced
Quick Draw II is THE best value available of any make by any conpany. The features on the QDII are
generally found only on much higher priced detectors. This thing really works as advertised. I have
already found several coins and other things right in my own yard. It will reliably indicate what coin
is being detected although it many times confuses dimes and pennies on the LCD readout. It is very
sensitive and detects most coin size items very reliably to about 6 or 8 inches. The auto notch
discrimination works well and filters out most trash items.

I have used metal detectors that ended up being aggravating and frustrating. This one is a pleasure
to use and is quickly becoming a relaxing and profitable pastime for me. If you want a serious metal
detector without spending a whole lot of money give it a try. After learning how to use it I went
outside and low and behold I found a quarter, a dime, a nickle, and 2 pennies one was a 1950. I
bought this to basically find my property stakes which are buried about 4 inches under ground. I had
to read the manual and it took some use to get the hang of the different settings. Choose between
Auto Notch and Variable Notch modes or select the 3level iron discrimination during relic hunting.
The digital coin depth indicator of this Bounty Hunter metal detector lets you know how deep you
need to dig in order to reach the target. The ergonomically designed SRod handle system of the
treasure hunter metal detector provides comfortable hand grip. FEATURES Please, use only the
batteries that are recommended. Take a particular attention to the safety instructions written in the
user guide. You must have JavaScript enabled in your browser to utilize the functionality of this
website. A friend recommended the Garrett AT Pro. Use deep seeking metal detectors to locate privy
pits and antique bottles What is a metal detector pinpointer. Scuba Diving with a Metal Detector
Treasure You Can Find in up to Six Feet of Water How Can You Enjoy Metal Detecting on Your Next
Vacation. Life’s a Beach Just Bring your Metal Detector. Locating Ancient Coins with a Metal



Detector Lost Jewelry is Frequently Found with a Metal Detector Tips for Finding Coins in your own
Neighborhood Deep Seeking 2 Box What are the Best Two Box and Deep Metal Detectors. What are
the Best Digging Trowels and Shovels for Metal Detecting. What are the best beach sand scoops for
metal detecting. Digging Etiquette and the Best Tools for Target Retrieval What is a metal detector
pinpointer.

GeoCaching Metal Detectors are Useful in Geocaching Over 1 Million Geocaches are Hidden Around
You Geocaching and Metal Detecting Two Exciting Hobbies Combined Gold Prospecting What’s The
Best Gold Prospecting Metal Detector. Gold Nugget Hunting with a Metal Detector Hunting for gold
the best gold metal detector Getting Started Metal Detecting Locations Digging Into Research at
Your Local Library Uncovering the best sites for locating treasures How To Select A Metal Detector
What is the Best Metal Detector. Choosing A Metal Detector Headphone Choosing A Metal Detector
Search Coil Treasure Hunters Code of Ethics What metal detector accessories should I start with.
What are the Best Beginners Metal Detectors. Which Metal Detector is Best for You. How to Learn
about the Science and the Hobby of Metal Detecting. MustRead Advice for Every New Metal
Detecting Hobbyist Successful Detectorists Share their SECRETS with Beginners. Is a Bounty
Hunter metal detector right for you. Industrial What are the Best Industrial Metal Detectors. Kids
Best Kids Metal Detectors What Are the Best Beginners Metal Detectors. Relic Hunting What are the
Best Metal Detectors for Finding Relics. Understanding and Selecting Walk Through Security Metal
Detectors Preventing Employee Theft in the Workplace Growing Need for Security Metal Detectors
to Protect Schools and Public Places Seniors Why Metal Detecting is the Perfect Hobby for Seniors
What are the Best Metal Detectors for Seniors and Retirees. Wireless Package Comparison
GroundTech Groundtech Discovery SM Smart 3D Ground Scanning Detector Vs. Flexible Payment
Options 100% MoneyBack Guarantee. Totally Secure Shopping. Here are other items you may be
interested in. Whether you’re a metaldetecting expert or novice, we keep it simple. We offer the
lowest advertised pricing allowed by contract with each manufacturer. The personalized service you
receive from our experienced team is our added bonus. Thats what we are all about.

Rest assured, you will not find a better value online. This model will display the target depth in
inches. This detector is a fun starter unit for the entire family. Advanced Features The Bounty
Hunter Quick Draw II is equipped with a powerful Microchip Computer Circuit, which combines with
Bounty Hunters Patented Technology to offer more features, performance and value than any other
detector in its price range. Comfortable Design Whether sweeping the searchcoil ultra fast or ultra
slow, the Bounty Hunter Quick Draw II metal detector will detect targets with tremendous accuracy.
This model is contains a fully automatic ground control, an all metal mode, a discrimination mode,
three tone audio identification and a LCD target identification screen with depth read out. This
model includes a sensitivity control so that you can achieve the best possible depth. The discriminate
control allows you to select either notch or auto notch modes. Circuitry producing different audio
tones for each target’s conductivity range, i.e., low tone for nickel, high tone for coins. The type and
amount of batteries used to operate the detector. An indicator to show the user how much battery
life is left. The company that produces the detector. Some accessories are designed to be used with
a specific device An onboard flashlight. The size and dimensions of the search coil The country
where the detector is made An indicaton on the display showing the approzimate depth of the target.
A feature available on many detectors that allows the device to filter out signals from minerals in the
ground, while accepting signals from actual targets.

The size of the headphone jack Holsters are typically included with Pin Pointers Bonus items are
shown pictured with the device on the product page are included with this product The overall
length of the model when fully assembled Operating modes would include, but are not limited to,
discriminate mode and allmetal mode The frequency at which the detector operates. The type of
circuitry the detector uses. Typically, you will see VLF Very Low Frequency detectors, and PI Pulse



Induction detectors. A mode available on the detector that enhances the accuracy of the detector in
a nonmotion mode to allow for precise target location Preset programs are available preprogrammed
by the factory. The shape of the search coil. Typically, you will see round, elliptical, or teardrop
shaped coils. The type of search coil Most commonly concentric, DD also known as widescan, and
Mono available for some PI detectors. This adjustment affects how sensitive the detector is to
targets, and ultimately how deep they will be able to be detected. The size of the shirt A vibration
feature that allows users to feel targets being detected. A visual target ID that allows the user to
determine the composition of the target being detected before digging. Typically, a visual target ID
is a numerical display based off the conductivity of the target being detected. The amount of time
the manufacturer will cover any broken parts or malfunctioning electronics. The degree to which the
detector is resistant to water. Weatherproof implies that the detector is resistant to splashing and
rain. Send Question Question will be displayed after moderation. How deep it can detect a gold
item,,, Thanks Question by ANTONIO on Nov 1, 2018 11600 AM Link As you can see on the product
page, the Quick Draw has been discontinued. Its replacement, the Legacy 3500, has a maximum
effective range of about 810 inches or so, depending on the size and composition of the target, as
well as ground conditions.

Clear filter Total Reviews Search reviews Search Please wait. Sort by Newest to Oldest Oldest to
Newest Most Helpful to Least Helpful Highest to Lowest Rated Lowest to Highest Rated 5 Items
Show 5 10 20 50 per page Great Review by Dave I purchased this metal detector, it took 2 minutes
to assemble.Very simple to use. i found 2 old hot wheels, an. Read More Posted on October 15, 2015
Share this review Do you find this review helpful. Yes No Interesting Finds Review by Moe I tried
this detector out in my backyard. I live on land that used to be a farm. I was expecting nails and
other boring iron like I had found with. Read More Posted on March 15, 2014 Share this review Do
you find this review helpful. Yes No A Great Detector Review by Dan For the money, this is a super
deal. I have found 11 dollars in coins, a gold class ring from 1974, 3 necklaces, one of which was
gold and a silver. Read More Posted on March 11, 2013 Share this review Do you find this review
helpful. Yes No A Super Detector Review by Bruce Ive found one gold ring, 1 gold ear ring, a silver
spoon and a lot of coins.. Read More Posted on February 19, 2013 Share this review Do you find this
review helpful. Yes No 1 of 1 people found this review helpful Very good Review by Johnny I live on
the beach. This metal detector works very well. I’ve gotten coins, house and car keys and two rings.
I’m still hoping for that fat, pretty ring that smiles. Read More Posted on October 3, 2012 Share this
review Do you find this review helpful. Submit Review Start Recording Stop Cancel Uploading Video.
Our Truly Free Shipping Promotion Details No Hidden Fees. You will not find any fine print or
catches to this offer. We do not charge handling fees, per accessory fees or any of the other fees that
you may find when shopping elsewhere. Order today and save time, gas and money with this limited
time promotion. Returns and Exchanges Made Insanely Easy. Since 1983 we have offered a return
policy that is quite simple.

We want you to be 100% satisfied with your purchase. All products must be unused, unassembled in
the original packaging and with the manufacturers original blank warranty form and instruction
manual. Simply call us for a return authorization code and our special returns address before
shipping any product back for a refund, store credit or exchange. Refunds are issued to the same
credit card, debit card, gift certificate, or other form of payment used in the original transaction.
Return shipping and insurance on nondefective merchandise is your responsibility. Offer Expires in
Industry Reviews Whites Electronics is looking forward to working with Michael, Daniel and the
MetalDetector.com team. Their experience in the metal detecting industry is unmatched. I have
enjoyed working with Michael, Daniel and their team at Detector Electroics Corp. They have done a
fine job representing the Detector Pro line since it was first introduced in 1996. One of the things I
see them do is go the extra mile for their customers. It is always nice to see a family run business
endure and we wish them many years of continued success. We appreciate the partnership from



Michael and Daniel at MetalDetector.com. As a family owned business, we choose our partners
carefully. We have found that their team has done a fine job of representing our line. With thirty
years of success under their belt, we expect that they will be a partner for many years to come. We
at Treasure Products, manufacturer of the VibraProbe and VibraTector, want to congratulate Daniel
and Michael on the admirable milestone of being in business for over three decades. The dedication
and product knowledge that your staff exhibits has been a great benefit to us. We offer our best
wishes for your continued success. I have found that the team at MetalDetector.com has done a fine
of job representing the entire JW Fishers line.

They have partnered with us in helping to bring our products to both individuals, larger corporate
and governmental organizations. Michael and Daniel have established a knowledgeable team that
has done the job of getting the correct product in to the hands of each consumer. I wish them
continued success as they represent our products in the years to come. I have been impressed by the
professional approach and the experience of Daniel, Michael and the entire team at Detector
Electronics Corp. Three decades of superior customer care has been the key to their success and
large sales volume. We have enjoyed working with Michael, Daniel and their esteemed team at
Detector Electronics Corp. We feel that they have been the best choice for representing the good
reputation of the Makro Detectors in the region. They have been working towards 100% customer
satisfaction ever since they started their cooperation with us as our exclusive Distributor in the USA
and Canada. We are pleased to see both their business and the sales in their region continue to
grow. It is nice to see both our family business and theirs growing together. We see our companies
moving forward together for many years to come. Garrett has a longstanding quality relationship
with Detector Electronics Corp since the 1980s. I have seen them grow from a regional dealer to one
of the largest internet dealers yet they have maintained that special care for the customer for over
three decades. Their team of knowledgeable, helpful and friendly staff and family make their
dealership a first choice for the treasure hunter. MetalDetector.com has been a valuable business
partner to Fisher Research Labs for many years. They continue to grow while still offering the best
in customer service and after sale support, which is very important to FRL. We wish to congratulate
them on 3 decades of business and stellar service to our mutual customers.

Their entire staffs knowledge of our product helps to ensure the customer gets the right detector for
their needs regardless of what they might be. We look forward to our future relationship and
continued success of MetalDetector.com and their entire staff. I recently had the pleasure of
meeting with the team at MetalDetector.com at their newly expanded facility in Southborough, MA. I
have to say that I was impressed with their operation and knowledge of the Teknetics product line.
When the Teknetics product line was recently relaunched, MetalDetector.com was one of the first
partners we contacted. They have had a long standing relationship with the brand as one of the
original Teknetics dealers in the country. We value long standing relationships and are excited to
have them as a member of our team. Its been an honor and privilege working with the fine folks at
Detector Electronics for over 25 years. Its no surprise that Sondra and Davids fine sons, Michael and
Daniel have continued in their parents tradition of being exemplary businesspeople who take the
time and care enough to really know their clientele. Its always been a pleasure working with you.
DRS Electronics, GmbH is proud to have Detector Electronics Corp.I have known Michael and Daniel
for over a decade. Their team is genuine and knowledgeable. They provide exceptional support and
service to our customers. They are a recognized leader in the industry. Internationally their business
is known for excellent customer support. Their presence is a great confidence for treasure hunters.
MetalDetector.com has been a great business partner for many years and the best choice for
representing Makro Detectors in the USA. With the addition of Nokta products to their product
portfolio in 2018, we are confident that our businesses will continue to grow together for many years
to come.



Gary Micheau CEO Whites Electronics Gary Storm Owner Detectorpro Ingrid Hawk Partner Lesche
Products Michael Bernstein Owner Treasure Products, Inc. By the end I felt I was dealing with a
friend rather than a faceless company on the net. Well done! And, by the way, my 7 year old son
Juanito found a nickel yesterday when he took his detector out for the first time. If things keep going
this way the detector will have paid for itself within a few short decades. But seriously, he is really
enjoying it and hoping to find his longdreamedof buried treasure some day. Happy to do business
with you, Hello Dan, Remember me. I bought my Tesoro Tiger Shark from you. It came just when
you said it would, and works just as you told me it would. Thanks for your help in sorting through the
maze of detectors. Dear Sondra, 1160 GRAM Meteorite. Dont ask where. One of many! As far as
being excited I all most had a stroke. Heres a photo of one Meteorite I found on the surface, over
800 grams and a 447 gram one. The one in the middle is my first. The bar magnet has some small
Iron meteorites on it. Dear Detector Electronics, I received the Tesoro Sand Shark today.and want to
thank you. Tried it, love it, looking forward to many enjoyable hours with it. Thanks again. Dear
Customer Service, Just wanted to thank all involved in a recent shipment to me that was a gift for my
grandkids. I ordered 2 detectors but for some reason only one was shipped. After calling your
company you bent over backwards to get the second detector to me on time for giving to my
grandchildren. I explained that we exchange gifts a week early so my children and their families can
be in their homes Christmas morning since some travel distances are involved. The second detector
arrived last Friday in time for our celebration last Saturday. THANKYOU. I order quite a few things
online and have experienced some terrible companies but you are the best.


